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Perrotin’s ‘Late Night Enterprise’ Makes a Fresh Argument for Transgression
The group show includes work by Sophie Calle, Richard Kennedy, Breyer P-orridge and many others.
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It’s not a great time for transgression. Mask wearers and non-mask wearers alike are snapped at for their choices;
venturing outside your home with a positive test result before your quarantine’s expired is a legitimately dangerous act;
cultural productions of all mediums are picked apart online before they even have a chance to breathe. Thank god for
good old physical art, then, and thank god for debuts in real-world spaces. This past Saturday, Perrotin New York debuted
their new group show “Late Night Enterprise,” a venture satisfyingly packed with work aimed towards the notion of “how
nocturnal economies — romantic, monetary, and corporeal — act as a foil to the sleek logic of daytime activities.”
The range of artists represented here is simply delicious. You have Sophie Calle, a sleuth of human nature whose hotel
room snooping missions are the stuff of legend. There’s Breyer P-orridge, whose Shoe Horn #3 takes a platform the artist
wore while performing in her dominatrix persona and warps it with a ram horn and brass netting. Paul Anthony Smith’s
Untitled (STYLE PON DEM) captures two men, one shirtless and one not, gazing out at the viewer from a night out with
unstudied nonchalance. If you look closer, you’ll notice that their thumbs are touching.
People have always tried to pull things off “under cover of darkness,” but what if the witching hour that was supposed to
blanket your elicit exchanges highlighted them instead? These theme is reflected in the vivid green hues that a few works
in the show exude. Sam McKinniss’s Jennie captures Chloë Sevigny’s Kids ingenue as she wanders through a party,
shellshocked in the aftermath of testing positive for HIV, flooded in green. And tendrils of green nets form the backdrop for
Richard Kennedy’s huge acrylic and nylon tapestries.
“I started the torn paintings in a manic post Pfizer vaccine come down,” Kennedy told Observer on Wednesday. “Weaving
queer triumphs and failures into a cargo net, I was thinking a lot about the notion of tossing flowers to queer icons we lost
too soon. I spent a lot of my youth looking for mentors, painting flowers is my way of honoring the generations lost to HIV
and queer tragedy. I can’t wait to see what night culture looks like in the near future, as the light of youth and wisdom of
queer elders intersects to transform the world into a more colorful space, a place where we can all dance in the twilight of
the late night.”
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